
VIRTUAL WORLD
SCHOOLING
“Bringing Education home”



WHY SOUTHBROOK
VIRTUAL SCHOOL?
Unsurprisingly, the coronavirus

pandemic is causing unprecedented

worldwide disruption to many sectors,

with education at the forefront of

concern. Appropriately, governments,

education departments, schools,

parents and students alike are all

searching for an alternative delivery

platform that adequately balances

quality and experience with safety.

2. They enter the school through the

entrance and are immediately in the

virtual world of schooling. 

3. From the lobby all participants are

able to report to the administration

office, ask questions or progress to

other rooms in the school. 

4. ‘Click by Click’ students can

navigate through their virtual world,

experience assembly, participate in

warm up exercises, visit the library, and

most importantly attend their classes.

"What if the experience of school
could be replicated in a 3D virtual
world that all stakeholders could

participate in?"

We believe that our virtual world
schooling platform will provide

exactly that!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
1. Students arrive outside the school in

the same way they would at their ‘real

world’ campus, ready and prepared for

their day. 

Designed by experienced
educationalists, the Southbrook virtual
world schooling platform provides ‘real
world’ education online. Imagine each
room in a school and its functionality

and this is replicated in the virtual world.



UNIQUE FEATURES!

Southbrook.edu.ph

Virtualschool.southbrook.edu.ph

Parents can enter the reception and discover information on enrollment, finance,

events and also ask questions via automated email or even chat remotely to an

administrator.

PARENTS

Students are able to go to morning assembly. After this they can progress to the

school gymnasium for warm up exercises, before entering their specific grade level

classroom for their daily classes. Everything delivered Online!

STUDENTS

Teachers upload their specific classes into the interfaced ‘learning management

system’ (LMS) using a variety of different delivery mediums. Same as real world; Live

link, video, slides, books, music, websites, even education games like Roblox

Education are integrated into the student learning experience.

TEACHERS

We invite you to participate in this exciting and creative endeavor which offers a structured and engaging
‘alternative’ to traditional schooling methods.

LEARN MORE!
See the Southbrook Virtual School firsthand and learn

more by visiting our website.

All student activity can be recorded, tracked and reported with related alerts

being sent to parents and teachers’ mobile device, tablet or desktop.

PERFORMANCE TRACK

JOIN US TODAY!
Contact us on facebook messenger by

clicking the icon below :

“Imagine an education world where the only
limitation is imagination”

https://southbrook.edu.ph/
https://virtualschool.southbrook.edu.ph/
http://m.me/sbinternationalschool

